## Maintenance Guidelines

Any removal or dismantling should be carried out by a qualified installer approved by USG Interiors.

### Suspended Grid
- **DONN Centricitee 15 mm narrow faced two-way exposed grid system**
- **DONN DX 24 mm faced two-way exposed grid system**
  - module 600 x 600 mm; or 1200 x 600 mm; other.
  - **Cleaning**
    - Where practical, first remove ceiling panels then perform any necessary cleaning maintenance with a non-solvent based commercial cleaner.
  - **Painting**
    - Repainting of exposed grid shall be with a high quality solvent based paint for use over metal surfaces and applied as recommended by the paint manufacturer, including any necessary preparation cleaning.

### Perimeter Trim
- **DONN MT 3600 Wall Angle**
- **DONN ML 3600 Long Legged Wall Angle**
- **DONN MS 3000 Shadowline Wall Angle**
- **DONN MSL 3600 Long Legged Shadowline Wall Angle**
- **DONN MXT 3600 Centricitee Wall Angle**
- **DONN US 3600 Seismic Wall Channel**
  - **Cleaning**
    - Where practical first remove ceiling panels then perform any necessary cleaning maintenance with a non-solvent based commercial cleaner.
  - **Painting**
    - Repainting of perimeter trim shall be with a high quality solvent based paint for use over metal surfaces and applied as recommended by the paint manufacturer, including any necessary preparation cleaning.

### Metal Paint Colours
- **Wet Spray**
  - **Product Code:** 262 Speedlac (nitro-cellulose lacquer)
  - **Colour Code:** 34063 Pacific White NZ
- **Powder Coating**
  - **Product Code:** PE522 polyester matt
  - **Colour Code:** 9249AN ANOGRAIN Pacific White

### Ceiling Panel
- **USG Orion, Eclipse, Millennia, Mars, and all ClimaPlus products.**
  - **Cleaning**
    - Use a soft nozzle vacuum cleaner or a damp (not wet) soapy sponge. Wipe off any soap deposits with a clean damp sponge.
  - **Painting**
    - To repaint, spray a thinned, non-bridging, vinyl-acrylic flat wall/ceiling paint (*Not applicable to vinyl faced products*). Note: The type of paint selected and the method of application can alter the acoustical performance (particularly Mars and Eclipse) and fire ratings of any acoustical product. Therefore USG Interiors cannot guarantee that the modified panels will match the published performance. If in doubt, replace with the same specification panel.

If removing from the ceiling system, panels should be handled with care to avoid damage, stored on a smooth, flat, dry, surface and stacked face-to-face and back-to-back. Panels should be protected from moisture, dust and damage.

When re-installing, if used, ensure hold-down clips are replaced, other than those panels designated for frequent access.
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